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Fisheries

Could these high- and low-tech
approaches help curb �sheries
bycatch?

25 July 2022
By Lauren Kramer

Marine mammal ‘pingers’ and seabird-sparing �shing
hooks are just two ways in which commercial �shing is
addressing a longstanding issue

Every year, global �sheries are responsible for millions of pounds of bycatch, the term that refers to the
discarded catch of any living marine resource – dead, alive or injured – due to a direct encounter with
�shing gear. According to the World Wildlife Foundation, bycatch constitutes 40 percent
(https://www.�shforward.eu/en/project/by-catch/) of �sh catch worldwide – some 38 million metric
tons (MT) of sea creatures. Among that bycatch every year is 300,000 small whales and dolphins,
250,000 endangered turtles and 300,000 seabirds.

In its 2005 National Bycatch Report (https://www.�sheries.noaa.gov/resource/document/national-
bycatch-report), NOAA estimated �sh bycatch in the United States alone to be in the region of 1.2 billion
pounds. In the Southeast alone, the bycatch number was three times larger than actual �sh landings,
totaling 682,000 pounds.

(https://www.globalseafood.org)

https://www.fishforward.eu/en/project/by-catch/
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Recognizing the scale of this problem, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
established a National Bycatch Reduction Strategy in 2016, an implementation plan for that strategy
for 2020 to 2024 and various marine mammal take-reduction plans. The organization works with
partners including �shery management councils, marine mammal take-reduction teams, environmental
organizations and �shing industry groups to reduce bycatch.

Private companies like Fishtek Marine and Hookpod have also developed innovative technologies to
address the problem. Based in Devon, England, Fishtek Marine has been developing solutions for
bycatch for the past �ve years, including anti-depredation pingers, looming-eye buoys, deterrent pingers
and more.

(https://bspcerti�cation.org/)

From marine mammal ‘pingers’ to seabird-sparing �shing hooks (pictured) commercial �shermen have
a growing number of options to prevent �sheries bycatch. Photo courtesy of Hookpod.

https://bspcertification.org/
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Its dolphin anti-depredation pinger is an acoustic device designed to scare dolphins from poaching �sh,
while the banana pinger has variations to alert whales, dolphins and porpoises. The looming eye buoy
is designed to prevent birds from diving into gillnets while the netlight illuminates gillnets to deter sea
turtles, small cetaceans and seabirds. The SharkGuard, still a prototype, emits an electrical pulse
around longline hooks that is su�ciently powerful to deter sharks from taking baited hooks and that
could reduce shark bycatch by 91 percent.

Rob Enever, head of science and uptake at Fishtek, said there are three main incentives for �shermen to
use the company’s products: top-down legislation from government, bottom-up incentives (where
�shermen recognize the bycatch problem and want to resolve it) and pressure from retailers.

“In the next decade retailers are going to require their supply chains to be more environmentally
responsible, and that’s the driver that we believe will change most over the coming years,” he said.

Fishtek Marine is beginning to collaborate with supermarket retailers and inform them how the �sheries
they buy from could improve their practices.

“This is a way more effective way of incentivizing �shermen to use these bycatch deterrent devices,” he
said. “With top-down legislation, if �shermen don’t comply they can often still get away with it. But if
retailers stop buying their �sh – that’s a powerful incentive to change practices.”

Becky Ingham, CEO of Devon, UK-based Hookpod, agrees: “If you can get retailers to question their
source �sheries about their bycatch issues, you’d have pressure on �sheries to improve practices,” she
said.

Hookpod has two products, both designed to reduce seabird bycatch in longline �shing. The products
are attached to baited hooks until those hooks reach depths of 20 meters below the surface, at which
point the Hookpods unclip, exposing the hook.

Ingham cited statistics from Birdlife International, which estimates that of the 300,000 seabirds killed
by longline �sheries each year, 100,000 of them are albatrosses. Some 15 species of albatross are
threatened, and their main threat is longline �shing.

Hookpod could offer a solution. Several peer-reviewed studies
(https://www.hookpod.com/en/product/papers/) have been conducted on the e�cacy of Hookpod’s
products, with one 2017 study published in Animal Conservation
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(https://zslpublications.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/acv.12388) demonstrating that the
Hookpod is “highly effective” at reducing seabird bycatch without negatively impacting target catch
rates and has potential for reducing bycatch rates on other threatened species (e.g., marine turtles).
Renowned nature enthusiast and activist Sir David Attenborough wrote a testimonial for the product,
saying albatrosses are “magni�cent ocean wanderers.”

Ingham met with the Sustainable Fisheries Partnership and a roundtable of tuna suppliers in 2019 and
recently collaborated with Aldi International, which agreed to purchase 3,000 Hookpods to use on two
of their tuna �sheries’ vessels.

“This way, those vessel captains will be able to compare seabird bycatch with Hookpods, to bycatch
without, and they’ll have the assurance that the new tech doesn’t interfere with the catch,” she said. “We
need to have �shermen on our side, so we need to demonstrate that there won’t be an impact on their
target catch.”

Currently, Hookpod has been �elding inquiries from Publix and Walmart and Ingham is optimistic about
the future.

“By next year this time, I think we’ll have three-to-four of these projects up and running,” she said.

The Banana Pinger by Fishtek Marine has three variations designed to alert whales, dolphin and
porpoises. Photo courtesy of Fishtek Marine.
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“These projects will demonstrate that pressure from the retail supply chain and from consumers can
have an impact on �sheries and on the environment.”

The cost of the Hookpods is minimal in the larger context, she added, with the Hookpod Mini costing
(U.S.) $6 each. So a boat with 1,000 hooks would involve a $6,000 investment, but Ingham said the
longer-term bene�ts of the product could cancel out the start-up cost.

“Our products last at least three years, so that’s $2,000 per year,” she said. “But if you eliminate the
bycatch of just one bird that prevents you from catching a tuna, you’ve made that money back already.
If you catch 10 seabirds, that’s 10 lost opportunities to catch �sh. If you take into account sta�ng,
licenses, quota and the scale of operations we’re talking about, the price of Hookpods shouldn’t be a
dealbreaker.”

Overall, getting the Hookpods to �shermen has been an uphill struggle, she added. “Fishery is not an
easy industry in which to effect change, but �shermen who use our product like it. This isn’t an
expensive piece of gear and there’s lots of money in conservation for funding for those who need it.”

Follow the Advocate on Twitter @GSA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GSA_Advocate)

The Looming Eye Buoy acts as an above-water visual deterrent that reduces the chance of seabirds
diving too close to nets, thus reducing the risk of bycatch. Photo courtesy of Fishtek Marine.
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